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BEHIND THE SCENES

MATERIALS
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ALUMINUM

STAINLESS STEEL

SIGG drinking bottles
are manufactured from a
single piece of high-quality
aluminum. This light metal
is considered to be almost
indestructible. The interior
coating is resistant to fruit
acid, remains tasteless,
and is free of harmful
pollutants.

High-quality 18/8 stainless
steel is extremely durable and
stands for timeless elegance.
Stainless steel drinking
bottles also offer optimal
hygienic conditions and
remain odorless.

POLYPROPYLENE
Polypropylene is a thermally resilient
plastic material. The high quality and
reusable drinking bottles are made
out of transparent polyprop ylene,
which is 100% recyclable and free
of harmful pollutants.

GLASS

TRITAN

Glass bottles are good for both
you and the environment. The
mater ial is food safe, resistant
to odors, funky tastes, or
discoloration, and is free of
harmful pollutants. Drinking
bottles create a pleasurable
drinking experience and are
completely recyclable.

The patented plastic material
Tritan is absolutely free of
harmful pollutants such as
estrogen-active substances
and phthalates. The material
looks like glass, but is light as
a feather, unbreakable, tasteless and odorless, as well as
dishwasher safe up to 90°C.
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BEHIND THE SCENES

CULT DESIGN
SIGG manufactures products that meet contemporary tastes and set
new standards at the same time. The unmistakable design of SIGG
bottles has long since attained cult status. This has been confirmed
by the Museum of Modern Art in New York, which displays two SIGG
bottles in its permanent exhibition. The design team in Switzerland
is constantly developing new products, paying attention to constantly
changing customer needs and new trends. The design process is
divided into five phases. It starts with comprehensive research,
especially on two central questions: What are the customers’ needs?
What features should the new product have to meet those needs? Once
the answers have been found, the idea phase begins. Now the initial
sketches and drafts of the new product are created. In the next step –
the conception phase – the goals are defined that are pursued during
subsequent product development. Various solutions are developed and
tested.

Once the decision has been
made for a product, it is put
into practice, i.e. in the project planning phase. And because SIGG sets the highest standards in design and
quality, each product is tested
by independent laboratories
for compliance with all standards and regulations before
it goes on sale. For this reason, the journey of a product
from the first idea to the first
sale can take up to 18 months.

BEHIND THE SCENES

ENVIRONMENTALLY
SOUND PRODUCTION
SIGG not only stands for quality and perfection, but also for
environmental awareness. Since the beginning of the company’s
history, the founders of the Swiss aluminum goods factory SIGG have
been interested in using excess material from production and thus using
resources sparingly: the SIGG bottle was born – its production and
design unchanged ever since. Founded in 1908, SIGG produces bottles
in Switzerland with the overarching goal of keeping its environmental
impact as low as possible. Thanks to innovative solutions, it has
been able to reduce its ecological footprint further and further. SIGG
currently uses more than 55 percent energy from renewable sources
in its bottle production. The small amount of waste from production is
recycled at a rate of 99 percent, and the water used to clean the bottles
is collected in a closed system and recycled. Thanks to the longevity of
its high-quality and reusable aluminum bottles, SIGG products have a
significantly better CO² balance than disposable PET bottles.
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SIGG
ORIGINAL
130 grams of aluminum. Over 110 years of experience! As the leading Swiss water bottle
manufacturer, SIGG has revived its bottle design from the 1930s: the SIGG Original.
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NEW PRODUCTS

ORIGINAL
This retro reusable bottle unites the style of the 1930s with the needs
of today: light, dense, made for safe drinking and still very trendy.
Made of aluminum and almost indestructible – the SIGG’S classic water bottle is now available with a wide-mouth opening and a screw cap.
The original is manufactured from a single piece of high-quality aluminum. The highly elastic inner coating is resistant to fruit acid, always
remains neutral in taste and is free of harmful substances. The robust
inner seal also withstands high levels of strain. Try out this Swiss original and see for yourself!

NEW MODELS WITH A RETRO DESIGN

LOGO AND BOTTLE FROM THE 1930S

SIGG
GEMSTONE
This new stainless steel bottle is the perfect companion for both city life and travel.
It will keep your favorite drink hot or cold for hours.

The SIGG Gemstone bottles

are not only much lighter than
other bottles of the same
volu me, b ut a lso small er.
Thanks to the ultrathin inner
body, manufactured with a
special spinning technology,
its weight has been reduced
by 30 percent compared to
common manufacturing methods. High-precision welding
minimizes the vacuum gap
inside the bottle, making
it much smaller than other
bottles with the same volume.

NEW PRODUCTS

GEMSTONE
Like all SIGG thermo flasks, Gemstone bottles are copper-plated from
the inside. This guarantees one of the best insulation effects. The embossed lines also increase structural strength and make the already
solid outer shell of the bottle even more resistant to denting. The SIGG
Gemstone comes in two colors and three sizes.

SIGG
EXPLORER
This bottle belongs in every nature lover’s kit. Whether on a mountain hike, a long walk or
trekking in the wilderness – the SIGG Explorer is an indispensable companion.

EXPLORER
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The Explorer is made of 18/8 stainless steel, is easy to carry, extremely shatterproof and appeals to all nature-loving consumers. Thanks to
the stainless steel cover inside the lid, the contents do not come into
contact with plastic. In addition, it is odorless, free of harmful substances and recyclable. The indispensable companion for all outdoor fans
comes in three sizes and six colors.

NEW PRODUCTS

SIGG
STELLA
The latest member of the SIGG family is an addition to the award-winning Star glass bottle and the
perfect urban companion. The Stella bottle is made of molten glass that consists of sand, soda and
other hand-picked components.
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NEW PRODUCTS

STELLA
Stella is produced in the halls of a glass manufacturer in Italy. The
purest raw material, traditional manufacturing know-how and stateof-the-art production technology result in a glass product in the
puristic design of the well-known SIGG Traveller. Of course, the bottle
is recyclable and consists of a share (up to 30 percent) of recycled
material. The decorative neoprene coating impresses with its insulating
effect and pleasant feel. In addition, it protects the glass from damage.

NEW COLORS

NEW COLORS
ULTRA LEMON
Bright yellow is right at the top of the list of trendy colors. It’s
obviously the freshest color on the palette, and with all its modernity,
luminosity and vitality, it shines rays of sunlight into everyone’s day.

SHY PINK
This gentle and dreamy color reflects the need to escape everyday
stress. Shy Pink is loving and cheerful – perfect for a relaxing,
harmonious day.

ELECTRIC BLUE
Vibrant, dynamic and energetic – Electric Blue stands for air, sky
and water and for an active, athletic life – what color could be more
suitable for Alpine hikes and crystal-clear mountain lakes?
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ABOUT SIGG

HISTORY

1908

1917

1965

1993

1999

2018

1908 - THE FOUNDATION STONE

1993 - MUSEUM OF MODERN ART

After his apprenticeship and years spent traveling, Ferdinand Sigg returns to Switzerland.
In Biel, together with his friend Xaver Küng,
he founds a factory for aluminum goods.

The highest form of recognition is awarded to
the “Original Swiss Bottle” when it is admitted to the renowned Museum of Modern Art
(MoMA) in New York City.

1917 - FRAUENFELD

1999 - REALIGNMENT

Shortly before the move to Frauenfeld in 1917,
Xaver Küng leaves the company. It is renamed
SIGG AG Aluminiumwarenfabrik.

Following the acquisition of SIGG Switzerland
AG by a group of investors, the company realigns its focus and product range in order to
be prepared for the future. As the world leader in the aluminum bottle sector, SIGG aims
to further expand its position, concentrating
on the water bottle business.
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1965 - FAMOUS DESIGN
Design becomes an important factor in all
SIGG products. In the following years, the
creatives of SIGG develop the Traveller screw
cap, stylish cookware and well-known household appliances.

2018 - ANNIVERSARY
SIGG celebrates its 110th anniversary with the
Original Bottle: based on SIGG’s classic bottle
and made of high-quality aluminum.

UNDERSTANDING
OUR LOGOS
With a rich tradition combined with quality, innovation, design and
environmental awareness, SIGG products are synonymous with smart,
sustainable water bottles worldwide. Known for their long-lasting
quality and full recyclability, SIGG’s brands were originally popular
with mountaineers and hikers. Today, a comprehensive collection of
functional and fashionable bottles are available for every sphere of live.
Building on the success story of the original SIGG aluminum bottle and
the dynamic SIGG Hot & Cold product line, the company has added
high-quality polypropylene, glass and Tritan bottles to its product range,
thereby emphasizing its core values of sustainability and versatility. The
company has the highest standards for its products in terms of quality,
design and sustainability.
The origin of the goods is always visible on every product and its
packaging. To easily identify their origin, the following logos are used
on the products and in all means of communication:

Used for corporate communication purposes
and marks products that are manufactured in
Switzerland.
Marks products that are manufact ured
abroad with reliable SIGG partners.

Marks products that are made in
Switzerland.

Marks products that are designed/developed
in Switzerland, but manufact ured abroad with
reliable SIGG partners.
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